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3+ AGES 3 AND UP
2 TO 5 PLAYERS

Has over 3,000+ Games, Puzzles and Activities!
Check it out here!

Looking for something new?

Contents:
• 60 Double-Sided Picture Cards 
• 2 You Guessed It! Prizes

Object of the Game:
To correctly guess which Picture Card has 
the Prize under it each round. 

Setup:
Before setting the game up for the first 
time, an adult should punch out the 60 
Double-Sided Picture Cards. The game 
comes with two Prize tokens in case one 
gets lost.
To start playing the game, find a 
wide-open room in which to place the 
Picture Cards. Place Cards all around the 
room: on the floor, on the couch and/or 
anywhere the Cards will be readily visible 
to a child. It does not matter which side is 
facing up.

How to Play:
The oldest player goes first by hiding one 
You Guessed It! Prize under a Picture Card 
while the other players either leave the 
room or cover their eyes. This player is the 
“Host.” Starting to the left of the Host, 
players begin to ask the Host questions 
about the Picture Card with the Prize under 

it. Players can ask any questions, such as:

Yes or No
• Am I an animal?
• Am I blue?
• Do I have stripes?
• Do I have wheels?

For example, if the question “Am I an 
animal?” is asked and the answer is YES, 
then all Cards that are not animals are                   
removed. As Cards are eliminated, players 
remove the Cards and place them in a pile 
off to the side. When all players have asked 
the Host a question, it’s then the Host’s turn 
to describe something about the Card. This 
continues until a player thinks they know 
which Card has the You Guessed It! Prize 
under it. 

If a player correctly guesses where the 
You Guessed It! Prize is hidden, that player 
gets to collect the Card as a point. If they 
guessed incorrectly, then the game 
continues.  

Winning the Game:
The first player to identify three Cards wins. 

These Cards are intended as an educational 
and fun way for children ages 3 and up to 
learn about the world around them. There 
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are many ways to adapt this game for your 
child’s needs. If there’s a particularly fun 
way you and your children like to play, 
share it with us on Instagram 
(@areyougamecom)!


